In the 1990s, the development of program-controlled switches in our country has experienced the development process from the scratch; especially the successful development of large-scale program-controlled switches has brought great vitality to our information industry. This time, I mainly introduced to ZTE ZXJ10 program-controlled switchboard to design distributed modularization in programcontrolled switch. ZXJ10 digital program-controlled switching system is distributed between modules, module classification control, centralized management of the open architecture, based on general computer platform, LAN technology as the support, client/server mode to control the basic form of structure, in order to make the system has flexible networking ability, strong call processing capability, high reliability, good compatibility and expansibility.
digital transmission have been able to provide users with good voice and related services. With the continuous development of digital switching network technology, digital switching network is a kind of scale scalable program-controlled switching system of large capacity digital switching components; currently the digital switching network which is operated in the exchange office mainly adopts the replication type T time division switching. Dedicated communications chip is often used in the implementation. Nowadays, digital network has played a vital role in communication applications. Overall, it is greatly simplifies the limitations of network capacity to achieve large capacity. Its 2017-5 | Wireless Communication Technology | 2 business capabilities become strong, and have a strong network of intelligent management. Now the digital switching network has also increased a lot of personalized business, it is believed that digital switches are only equipment which can not be replaced in digital communications community. The birth of the digital switch not only makes the telephone exchange to a new level, but also provides favorable conditions for the opening of the non telephone service.
Programmable Switch Configuration

Relay configuration
Physical connection
When doing self-loop, the use of self-loop link to make relay board corresponding to a reliable 2M port connection. In the docking practice, use of coaxial cable to the board of the corresponding 2M port and the switch to be connected to the reliable 2M port connection. Sub-unit 1 , and [PCM Line 2:] for the module 2 unit 3 sub-unit 2, click <self-loop request(R)>, the system lists the two PCM lines from the loop, to achieve the self-loop application. Select 'link number 1' and 'link number 2' in the 'No.7 self-loop' field, to differentiate the <self-loop request (R)>. Click <self-loop query (Q)>, the system shows the self-loop signaling, to achieve the self-loop signaling application. 
NO.7 signaling trace
Conclusions
With the gradual opening of the national information network infrastructure and telecommunications business, telecom operators are facing a comprehensive transition of operation, management and technology, it has the superior level of service which is a prerequisite for future competition in an invincible position, and it has an advanced information network which is the basic of network management.
Exchange as the core of the information network has been integrated into more advanced technologies. Modern switch must have a full range of open, flexibility network as well as multi variety of business, multi variety of network integration and eventually should be able to achieve integration and broadband switch platform. ZTE ZXJ10 as the second generation of digital program-controlled switchboard with the above requirements above which represents the development of modern exchange technology trends. Curriculum of design is an important part of cultivating students' comprehensive application of knowledge, discovering, proposing, analyzing and practical problems solving and 2017-5 | Wireless Communication Technology | 6 exercising practical ability, it is a specific training and investigation process for students' practical ability. Curriculum of design, on the one hand is to check our learning results in one semester, on the other hand is also in order for us to master and apply it, while still allowing us to recognize our own deficiencies and weaknesses, and then to make up and strengthened.
Through the curriculum design, I have enhanced the understanding of program-controlled switches, and I learned the data search, data configuration and so on. To further improve my ability to analyze and solve the practical problems, this help me create training with brain and hands analysis. The actual ability of technical problems solving of program-controlled switchboards, realized by transformation of textbook knowledge to practical abilities, it deepen the understanding of the basic principle and enhanced my practical ability.
